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Abstract—We present a guide for quickly building
and testing a new HDL. Upcoming HDLs have a
compiler designed specifically for each of them, which
means duplicated efforts. The proposed guidelines
minimize these efforts. New language developers can
leverage existing compiler infrastructures to interface
with the new HDL. This interfacing would enable
developers to use LEC without any reference compiler.
The proposed method also leads to converting the
newly developed HDL to any other language supported by the interfaced compiler. Also, this system
would ensure higher trust in the language and the
interfaces.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The new HDLs have till date been developed with
their corresponding compiler infrastructure [1]–[3].
Recently, there has been a push for new hardware design flows like LLHD [4], CIRCT [5] and
LiveHD [6] that can handle multiple languages.
Interfacing any new HDL with such multi-language
flows can save tremendous effort of the new language developer.
Using a multi-language compiler to develop any
new HDL (let us say X-lang) is not a straightforward task. This is because no formal verification
tool supports the grammar of the new language. As
in [7], the developers could use reference compilers
to verify the flow. For HDLs, this flow verification is
done using Logical equivalence Check (LEC) [8].
Since the language is new, no reference compiler
is available. So there is no way to verify the correctness of the output. Moreover, higher coverage
means higher confidence in the system [9], [10];
but a new language does not have a diverse program
set to ensure good coverage. Additionally, a random
code generator for X-lang would not be useful
because of the absence of a reference compiler.
To address these issues, this paper explains a
methodology to develop a new language (X-lang)
using one of the multi-language supporting flows
(Y-flow). Without using any reference compiler or

building an entire compiler flow, the X-lang developer could leverage a Y-flow to construct an Xlang compiler flow. This paper explains the passes
needed to develop the tests for testing this system of
X-langand Y-flow. The methodology to create these
tests, such that X-lang generates correct results is
discussed in the paper. These tests would identify
the bugs in X-lang to Y-flow interfaced system.
Also, as mentioned before, the widely practised
method to develop trust in a system is by having
a high coverage. This paper addresses the problem
of low coverage as well. More importantly, the
methodology of this paper would provide reliability
and trust earlier in the design flow and thus a shorter
development cycle.
We propose the following tests and flows:
1) X-lang to X-lang LEC: This LEC test (shown
in figure 2) consists of a method to generate
back X-lang from Y-flow in addition to translating the HDL into Y-flow.
2) X-lang to Verilog tests: Some subsets of
the language are surprisingly difficult to get
correct, but they can be checked for logical
equivalence by generating equivalent expressions in the new HDL and Verilog as shown
in Figure 1.
3) Random/Synthetic program generation
These proposed tests will enable the X-lang
developer to detect any bugs in the entire flow
obtained after leveraging Y-flow for X-lang generation. No reference compiler would be required
for the verification of the flow. Also, the propose
tests and flows would help in increasing coverage
and thus building trust in the system. Additionally,
these flows would enable conversion of other Y-flow
supported languages to X-lang, using the X-lang
generation. Our methodoloy will save the X-lang
developers’ time and effort. Language developers
can then deliver a more equipped language faster to
the open-source community for use. The details of

these proposed flows along with an example implementation will be discussed in detail in section III.
Having X-lang generation has some other advantages not explored in this paper. It allows you to
have a large code base in your language. This allows
to “absorb” other projects and increase the code
base.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The problem of not having a unified workflow for
all languages is present in Software [11] as well as
Hardware community.
In Hardware community, there has been a push
for new hardware design flows like LLHD [4],
CIRCT and LiveHD [6] that can handle multiple
languages. These flows use generic IR constructs
and aim to avoid redundancy at different stages of
a design flow. With such standardized compilers, a
new language developer would not need to create
an entire compiler flow for a language. Current
limitation is that these flows provide the output
netlist in Verilog and/or their own representation
like Netlist LLHD [4]. since each compiler till now
has been language specific, so if you start designing
a new HDL, you initially do not have a reference
compiler. Thus you cannot check the validity of
your new language using standards like LEC.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
Every language is processed into different IRs
by its respective compiler [1], [12]. This paper
proposes a methodology to compose a new HDL (Xlang) and consolidate it with a pre-existing compiler
(Y-flow). Let the X-lang be Pyrope [13] and Yflow be LiveHD for implementation in this paper.
The focus of the paper is on the approach to
devise tests for robust X-lang development using
Y-flow. This system would also check that the new
HDL interfacing generates expected results by using
checks like LEC. We aim to maximize the coverage
of X-lang constructs to increase reliability. As an
impact, the correctness of the compiler flow is also
checked in the process.
We coded the following to implement the proposed system.
A. X-lang input interfacing
The newly developed HDL needs to be interfaced
with the Y-flow. To ensure multi-language support,

Y-flows have language independent IRs. Thus we
need to translate X-lang to a syntax parse tree and
further to language independent IR.
Once the input code has been processed to the
language independent IR [4], [14], the design can
go through all the available compiler passes in Yflow [15]. Thus, the new HDL designer does not
need to spend effort and time for the compiler
system.
In our implementation of this pass, we developed
inou.pyrope1 . This pass translates Pyrope to a syntax parse tree and further to the Language neutral
AST in LiveHD [6] called LNAST [14].
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Fig. 1. A LEC check by generating the X-lang code semantically equivalent to a Verilog code.

B. X-lang Generation
This pass generates X-lang back from the Y-flow
IR. X-lang generation has two main advantages.
First, It allows swift conversion of other Y-flow
supported HDLs to X-lang. Second, it enables leveraging the existing Verilog code base testing and
using the most reliable Hardware language check
i.e LEC.
We propose two LEC based flows using above
passes. First in Figure 1, both input and output
Verilogs should pass LEC. Second is X-lang to Xlang LEC, as shown in Figure 2. In this flow, the
two generated Verilog files should pass LEC too.
This would validate the conversions relating to the
new HDL. The validity of the translations “HDL to
AST” and “AST back to HDL” could be verified
using boundary cancellation [16].
LiveHD provides a low-level LNAST (LLLNAST) at the end of all compiler passes. So,
we implemented a pass2 to translate LL-LNAST to
1 https://github.com/masc-ucsc/livehd/tree/master/inou/pyrope
2 https://github.com/masc-ucsc/livehd/blob/master/inou/code
gen/code gen.cpp

Pyrope. All the constructs from LN were taken care
of to be embedded in Pyrope.
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X-lang to X-lang LEC flow.

Both, X-lang Input Interfacing and X-lang generation, are required to carry out the X-lang to X-lang
LEC flow.
C. Random/Synthetic program generation
To further ensure complete coverage for reliable
language production, Random/synthetic program
generation is required along with above proposed
passes. X-lang developer could generate programs
from existing Verilog designs and the new system
could be checked against them. As an example,
BOOM [17] could be generated in the new HDL
and with the help of proposed system, a LEC
could be performed to test the newly developed
language. This would cover a major section of the
features of the HDL. Further, remaining coverage
could be checked using targeted programs to include remaining constructs and potential failures in
the language are expected to be highlighted in the
process. This process can be used to develop and
test any new HDL and reliably launch it within short
development cycle.
D. X-lang to Verilog tests
This part generates semantically same designs in
Verilog and X-lang as seen in Figure 1. X-lang to
Verilog tests are needed because X-lang generation
is not enough to maximize coverage reliably. To
understand, suppose there is a pathological bug
where X-lang ”(x * -2)” gets incorrectly translated
to ”(x * 2)” in Y-flow IR. The Y-flow internal
representation may never generate this test maybe
because constants are always first. Thus ”(-2 *
x)” is used as the canonical form, not ”(x * 2)”. This means that X-lang to X-lang LEC would

not capture this bug. The proposed solution to this
problem is to generate random programs in X-lang
and at the same time generate the equivalent Verilog
code(Figure 1). This is possible to do for large
subsets of the language like typical control flow
statements. For some more complex cases, we could
also generate a basic regression, as discussed.
X-lang to Verilog tests proposed have some
similarities with CPU verification. We have a set
of random program generation, and we have a
way to test them. These tests should be guided to
cover different aspects of the language features. In
addition, there is a set of human generated tests to
check the flow. This would ensure higher trust in
the language and the interfaces.
Y-flow (LiveHD in our case) provides translation
of the design to Verilog from IR (LGraph [18] in
LiveHD). This Verilog can be used for LEC tests
to validate the new proposed HDL.
There are some constraints on the proposed
methodology. To start, the new language should
support the complete set of Y-flow internal representation. For example, Y-flow may support negative
edge flops while the original designers did not
want to support them. This would enable interfacing
of multiple HDLs with each other through Y-flow.
Nevertheless, some features like tri-states may not
be supported. In such cases, Verilog tests that trigger
these features in the Y-flow IR can not be used.
IV. E VALUATION
Developing a new language as well as interfacing
it with pre-existing compiler is an error prone
process. In this section we evaluate how by using
the proposed flows, you can detect bugs in the entire
compiler flow. Also, by sharing our results of the
Pyrope-LiveHD flow formation, we evaluate how
you can increase coverage. Note that since it is a
work in progress, this section shares the preliminary
evaluation.
A. Bug detection
The proposed flow helped us detect bugs in
Pyrope as well as LiveHD. Below are examples of
the different types of bugs detected during different
testing phases.

1) Bugs detected by Pyrope input interfacing
pass (as in section III-A):
a) During our LEC test from figure 1, we
detected a missing shift operation for the
LiveHD operator get mask. Our tests successfully pointed out to this.
2) Bugs detected by Pyrope generation pass (as
in section III-B): We implemented some assertions
based on our understanding of LNAST grammar in
the pass3 . This helped us catch many issues with
the LiveHD pass in which LGraph is converted to
LNAST.
a) LGraph could provide a decimal value as well
as a Hex value for a mask. Added this support
in Pyrope generation pass.
b) After encountering some bugs, extra care was
taken to handle the LNAST iterators.
c) This pass helped us understand syntactic rules
of LNAST each time we encountered a bug.
As an example, a function call’s 1st child in
LNAST could be a temporary variable. Temp
vars are used in LNAST to store references
to some entities like tuples.
d) Handling some shift operators.
e) Handling muxes.
f) Unary vs n-ary operators.
g) Correct Indentation in output file for better
readability.
h) When Shift right arithmetic accesses a variable from get mask, issue in destination pin
of get mask node was detected.
3) Bugs detected by manual regression suite:
We wrote over a hundred types of programs trying to cover the constructs to catch any issues
in our flow. These programs included all control
flow statements, tuples, and other LiveHD specific
operators like get mask. Different configurations
like multiple varied nesting in if-else statements
were kept in mind while designing programs.
a) Detected some deadlock issues while running
the flow in Figure 2. All the detected bugs
were reported to developers and duly rectified
by them.
b) Reported a bug in LiveHD regarding incorrect
destination pin of get mask operator.
3 https://github.com/masc-ucsc/livehd/blob/master/inou/code
gen/code gen.cpp

c) Different operators for handling tuples according to their presence on rhs or lhs of an
assignment.
d) Bug in Depth preorder traversal operation of
LNAST notified.
We reported some deadlocks in LiveHD while
experimenting with converting other languages like
chisel/FIRRTL to pyrope. By default, this paper
didn’t expect LiveHD to have bugs and any issue
caught would be in the input/output then. In case of
bug detected in LiveHD, narrowed and targeted tests
could be performed to debug the intenal steps. Some
constructs that required most of the debugging
were Function calls, tuple handling and handling
operators involving masks.
B. Coverage of the new HDL
A high coverage on the language features have
always been a measure of reliabilty and testing [9],
[10]. We hypothesize that coverage of the new HDL
Pyrope can be maximized and checked using the
proposed flow. As mentioned in III, random/synthetic program generation can be used to generate
test cases to cover all the constructs of Pyrope. For
this paper, we manually designed test cases. We
propose that a synthetic program generator could
considerably increase coverage of the language and
provide a reliable flow. Further work would include
the evaluation of HDL coverage using LNAST. We
would like to target LNAST for this analysis due to
its language neutral approach. This would enable
coverage analysis for any language added to Y-flow
in future [19].
V. C ONCLUSION
New HDL developers can leverage existing
multi-language compiler flows for the HDL by following the proposed guidelines. This would provide
them with a reliable system in a short span of time
and lowered efforts as compared to designing a
dedicated compiler. The proposed method would
detect issues in the new HDL as well as the preexisting flow, if any. Also, it enables conversion to
other languages supported by the compiler.
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